THE  AUTHORITY  OF  SCIENCE
on a number of accurate observations, and resting on the fact
that the human mind tends to transfer to science that faith and
awe it used to have towards mystery. But however accurately
it has defined certain tendencies, and indicated the essentials of
the scientific method in politics, the fact remains that Comtism
rests, as all systems, on a series of assumptions as unprovable
as the dogmas of 1789. He half admitted this himself when
he stated that " it is impossible to attain to fixed convictions
by the sole power of the mind, without the heart playing any
part therein. Without veneration nothing can be learned or
even tested, nor can we attain to any fixed state of mind or
heart, not only in sociology but also in geometry or arithmetic."
The later history of Comtism has clearly revealed the im-
possibility of accepting it as an indivisible whole. Comte has
left two categories of disciples—those who accepted his religion
and those who accepted his politics. The former soon rebelled
against the unnatural alliance of Positivism and the Church,
and realized that a true Positivist could not consistently defend
a social order which resulted only in the supremacy of the
Church and of her attitude towards freedom of thought and
scientific investigation. Through Littre, perhaps the most dis-
tinguished of Comte's disciples,1 Positivism .became detached
1 Littre's Conservatism e9 Revolution et Positivisms is a useful summary of the
purely political, immediate applications of a Comtism less hostile to democracy
than the master's original system. It is of interest only as containing a number
of suggestive remarks. He explains the permanence of constitutionalism in
England by the fact that it is really held together by the House of Lords and
by a religious faith that acts as a kind of antidote to the poison of freedom,
and warns other nations against their fruitless obstinacy in trying to copy the
system. England is an anomaly, still belonging to the theological feudal
monarchical age, backward because of her constitution. He tells his readers
that no social reform is possible until theological belief has been uprooted,
and goes on to show that the proletariat will be really free only under Posi-
tivism : under a pagan system he is a slave, under Catholicism a serf, under
democracy he is politically free but without intellectual culture or material
security. Littre also sketches what he terms a transitional Positivist system of
government, which would include a strong executive, a parliament with no
powers save that of discussing the Budget, with the central authority in the
hands of outstanding proletarians who would relieve the upper classes of
the task of governing, of which they are obviously incapable in a period of
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